SER Mid-Atlantic Chapter Annual Conference
10th Anniversary of Working Together to
Ecologically Restore the Mid-Atlantic Region

COME CELEBRATE 10 YEARS OF MID-ATLANTIC RESTORATION WITH US!
March 26 – 28, 2015
Clayton Conference Center at the University of Delaware
Newark, DE

For the past 10 years, we have been gathering once a year as ecological practitioners to share our experiences, celebrate our successes and learn from some of our more difficult and innovative projects. We’ve learned a lot, we’ve shared a lot, and we’ve laughed even more.

And now its time to take a step back and celebrate!
On **Thursday, March 26**, we will offer a training session at **Longwood Gardens** on Plant Materials and Ecological Design. More information on the training session will be coming soon. Please gather with us to **toast our founders** and reflect on our grass root origins on **Thursday night**! Information on this annual SER Mid-Atlantic meeting and party will be coming soon.

On **Friday, March 27**, we will take time to renew our spirits, reflect on our past, and focus on future challenges and opportunities in our daily world of ecological restoration within the Mid-Atlantic Region with 6 plenary speakers from around the Mid-Atlantic region and 30 contributed session speakers.

And on **Saturday, March 28**, we will offer three local **field trips** to learn from recent ecological restoration projects. Details will be coming this week.

Links for all conference information are found below:

**REGISTRATION:**

**CALL FOR ABSTRACTS:**

**ABSTRACT SUBMISSION FORM:**

**STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION:**

**STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP FORM:**

**TRAINING SESSION:** coming soon

**FIELD TRIPS:** coming soon

**HOTEL:** 30 rooms at $139/night have been set aside at the Courtyard Marriott, which is steps away from the Clayton Conference Center. Please contact the Courtyard Marriott and mention SER Mid-Atlantic now.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Terry Doss at [tdoss@biohabitats.com](mailto:tdoss@biohabitats.com)